
MBOMBELA, South Africa: Millions
of boxes of oranges are spoiling in con-
tainers stranded at European ports as
South Africa and the European Union
lock horns in a dispute over import
rules, citrus growers have said. South
Africa, the world’s second largest
exporter of fresh citrus after Spain, filed
a complaint with the World Trade
Organization (WTO) last month after
the EU introduced new plant and health
safety requirements that orange farmers
say threaten their survival.

The measures came into force in July
as ships were already at sea carrying
hundreds of containers full of South
African fruit to Europe, resulting in them
being held up on arrival, South Africa’s
Citrus Growers’ Association (CGA) says.

“It’s a complete and utter disaster,”
CGA’s CEO Justin Chadwick told AFP
by phone.

“Food that has fantastic quality and is
safe is (just) sitting there-and this at a
time when people are worried about
food security.” The EU rules aim at tack-
ling the potential spread of an insect
called the false codling moth, a pest
native to sub-Saharan Africa that feeds
on fruits including oranges and grape-
fruits. The new measures require South
African farmers to apply extreme cold
treatment to all Europe-bound oranges
and keep the fruits at temperatures of
two degrees Celsius (35 degrees
Fahrenheit) or lower for 25 days.

But the CGA says this measure is
unnecessary as the country already has
its own, more targeted way of preventing
infestation. In its WTO complaint, South
Africa argued that the EU requirements

were “not based on science”, more
restrictive than necessary and “discrimi-
natory”.

South African citrus growers say the
requirement puts undue extra pressure
on an industry already in dire straits.
“This is going to add a lot of costs... and
at the moment, that is what no grower in
the world can afford,” said Hannes de
Waal, who heads of the almost 100-
year-old farm Sundays River Citrus.

De Waal, whose company has orange,
clementine and lemon trees straddling
7,000 hectares (17,000 acres) near the
southeastern coast city of Gqeberha,
said revenues were already squeezed by
high shipping and fertilizer costs. Freight

costs have rocketed since COVID-19
struck, and so has the price of fertilisers
due to the war in Ukraine-Russia being
one of the world’s largest producers.

‘Under pressure’ 
Europe is the largest market for South

Africa’s almost $2 billion citrus industry,
accounting for 37 percent of all exports,
according to the CGA. The new rules hit
at the height of South Africa’s orange
season, during the southern hemisphere’s
winter, when export operations were in
full swing. This gave fruit growers too lit-
tle time to adapt, said Chadwick.

Some 3.2 million cartons of citrus
worth about 605 million rand ($36 mil-

lion) left port with paperwork that
would be wrong on arrival. The South
African government was scrambling to
issue new documents for shipments that
met the new criteria, but hundreds of
containers could be slated for destruc-
tion, said Chadwick. South Africa
already has an effective anti-moth sys-
tem, the CGA says.

“Our system does involve cold treat-
ment, but targeted at the risk, whereas
the EU measure is a blanket measure
that covers all oranges,” Chadwick said.
“The higher the risk, the more extreme
the cold treatment,” he said, of the South
African measures.

The dispute is now with the WTO.

The parties have 60 days to negotiate a
solution. Failing that, the complainant can
request the matter be decided by a panel
of experts.

The EU said it was confident of the
“WTO-compatibility” of its measures.
“The objective of the EU’s plant and
health safety criteria is to protect the
union territory from the potential signifi-
cant impact on the agriculture and the
environment, should this pest establish
itself in the union,” a spokesperson for
the EU Commission said in a statement.
Chadwick hopes that “sense” will prevail
and a quick fix can be found. “Our indus-
try is under pressure. It’s basically a year
of survival,” he said. —AFP
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MBOMBELA, South Africa: A general view of oranges for sale at citrus stall on the N4
outside Mbombela on August 6, 2022.

MBOMBELA, South Africa: A general view of oranges on trees at a citrus farm on the N4
outside Mbombela on August 6, 2022. —AFP Photos

Tons of fruit stranded in EU, 
South Africa battle of oranges

Citrus growers lock horns with EU over new import rules

The hawks remain
in the sky
KUWAIT: Several Federal Reserve officials on
Tuesday signaled the US central bank was committed
to its aggressive fight against soaring prices, prompt-
ing a jump in short-dated Treasury yields as investors
priced in more interest rate rises.  Officials from
across policy spectrum signaled on Tuesday that they
and their colleagues remain resolute and “completely
united” on getting US interest rates up to a level that
will more significantly curb economic activity and put
a dent in the highest inflation since the 1980s.

San Francisco Fed President Mary Daly said she
was “puzzled” by bond market prices that reflect
investor expectations for the central bank to shift to
rate cuts in the first half of next year. On the contrary,
she said her expectation is the Fed will keep raising
rates for now and then hold them there “for a while,”
adding that the central bank was “nowhere near” done
with its fight to cool inflation, which continues to run at
40-year highs. In a separate interview, Chicago Fed
president Charles Evans said he thought that a 0.5
percentage point increase at the next meeting in
September would be appropriate. However, he left the
door open to a larger 0.75 percentage point rise,
which he said “could also be OK”. 

Cleveland Fed President Loretta Mester struck a
similarly hawkish tone, saying she expects below-
trend economic growth for this year, which she added
is necessary to rein in inflation. She did not believe
the US is in a recession given the continued strength
of the labor market. After the July meeting of the
Federal Open Markets Committee, investors began
pricing in a series of smaller rate increases later this
year amid signs the Feds’ aggressive monetary tight-
ening had started to cool US economic growth.
However, the comments from Daly, Evans and Mester
moved futures markets, with expectations for where
the Fed’s benchmark policy rate will stand in
December rising from 3.27 percent on Monday to
3.56 percent by the end of the week.

The statements also saw their effect on the bonds
markets. The two-year yield, which moves with inter-
est rate expectations, jumped by 0.19 percentage
points to 3.06 percent, its biggest daily move since
mid-June. The three-year yield rose by 0.22 percent-
age points, also its largest move since mid-June, to
breach 3 percent. Daly reiterated her determination
on Wednesday saying “I start from the idea that 50
(basis points) would be a reasonable thing to do in
September because I believe I’m seeing evidence in
my contact conversations, and in the observations of
the world I see, that there are some bright spots for
me.” However, she continued to say, “If we just see
inflation roaring ahead undauntedly, the labor market
showing no signs of slowing, then we’ll be in a differ-
ent position where a 75 basis point increase might be
more appropriate. But I go in with the 50 in mind as I
look at the data coming in.” Her comments lead to
investors paring back the probability that the central
bank would raise the policy rate by 75 basis points
next month.

Promising
US manufacturing activity slowed less than

expected in July amid signs that supply constraints
were easing. The Institute for Supply Management’s
gauge of factory activity eased to 52.8 from 53 a
month earlier, marking the lowest level since June
2020 while remaining in expansionary territory.

On the other hand, the US services sector unex-
pectedly picked up in July amid solid growth in new
orders. The Institute for Supply Management’s servic-

es sector Purchasing Managers’ Index improved from
55.3 for June to 56.7 in July, while economists had
expected a decline to 53.9. The figure supports views
that the economy may not be in a rescission despite
output slumping in the first half of the year.

Recession? Or technical jargon? 
Friday started slow in the morning as investors

braced for employment figures due to be released lat-
er in the day, and the release proved to be worth the
wait. The figures surprised the markets showing the
US economy unexpectedly added 528,000 jobs last
month, and indicated payroll growth soared even in
the face of tighter monetary policy and waning fiscal
support, easing fears of a recession. The data showed
unemployment rate edging down to a pre-pandemic
low of 3.5 percent from 3.6 percent in the prior
month, while also showing an acceleration in the pace
of job creation compared to June, when the economy
added 398,000 jobs. Economists had expected job
growth to slow to 250,000 last month. 

The employment report painted a picture of a fair-
ly healthy economy muddling despite back-to-back
quarters of contraction in gross domestic product.
While demand for labor has eased in the interest rate
sensitive sectors like housing and retail, airlines and
restaurants cannot find enough workers. With 10.7
million job openings at the end of June and 1.8 open-
ings for every unemployed person, the labor market
remains tight and economists do not expect a sharp
deceleration in payrolls growth this year. Average
hourly earnings increased 0.5 percent last month after
rising 0.4 percent in June. That left the year-on-year
increase in wages at 5.2 percent.

Gloomy remarks
The Bank of England raised interest rates by the

most in 27 years on Thursday in an attempt to smoth-
er surging inflation on track to top 13 percent, even as
it warned a long recession is coming. The Bank’s nine-
member Monetary Policy Committee voted 8-1 to
raise interest rates by 0.5 percentage points to 1.75
percent on Thursday. The move now puts Britain in
the face of a protracted recession and the worst
squeeze in living standards in more than 60 years. The
BoE’s move follows the similarly aggressive steps by
the European Central Bank and the US Federal
Reserve in the face of soaring inflation, but its grim
forecasts suggested Britain was facing a much bleaker
economic outlook than either the US or eurozone.
Households are more exposed to the energy price
shocks than in the US, and less protected by govern-
ment measures than in the eurozone, while the effects
of leaving the EU have also damaged the UK econo-
my. On Wednesday, the National Institute of
Economic and Social Research, a think tank, said
more than a million households would soon have to
choose between heating and buying enough food. 

Asia-Pacific
Australia’s central bank on Friday warned inflation

was heading to three-decade highs requiring further
hikes in interest rates that would slow growth sharply,
making it tough to keep the economy on an “even
keel”. The quarterly statement of Monetary Policy
was released by the Reserve Bank of Australia show-
ing it jacked up its forecasts for inflation, downgraded
the outlook for growth and foreshadowed an eventual
rise in unemployment. Yet even with further increases
in rates, inflation was not expected to return to the
top of its 2-3 percent target range until the end of
2024, pointing to a long period of pain ahead. The
central bank has already raised its cash rate four
months in a row, taking it from an emergency low of
0.1 to a seven-year high of 1.85 percent and is flag-
ging more to come. 

Kuwait  
Kuwaiti dinar
USD/KWD closed last week at 0.30675.
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Forbes ME lists 
top GCC exchange
houses going digital
KUWAIT: In a major acknowledgment of the
GCC region’s move towards digitization of finan-
cial services, Forbes Middle East Sunday
unveiled its list of ‘Top 5 GCC Exchange Houses
Going Digital’.

The list shines the spotlight on remittance
companies in the GCC region that have been
driving digitization of their services, in line with
the efforts of their respective nations. 

UAE based LuLu Exchange and Al-Ansari

Exchange, Kuwait-based Al Mulla Exchange,
Qatar-based Al-Fardan Exchange, and Oman-
based Purshottam Kanji Exchange are the top
five companies in this list. 

These companies are well-established institu-
tions, having provided high quality services to
both retail consumers and businesses over sever-
al years. They have been in news recently for
their aggressive digital push and digital infra-
structure investments. Between them, these com-
panies serve millions of customers in GCC, and
have invested heavily in building state-of-the-art
digital infrastructure to drive their next stage of
growth. The companies were evaluated by Forbes
on the number of app downloads, number of
users and annual volume of digitally conducted
transactions. 

Global economy is 
past peak inflation,
says Elon Musk
SAN FRANCISCO: Elon Musk, chief executive
of Tesla and the world’s richest person, said he
sees signs the global economy is “past peak
inflation”. Speaking at the electric vehicle mak-
er’s annual shareholder meeting, Musk said
Tesla’s commodity and component costs are
trending downwards over the next six months. He
also reiterated that he expects a mild recession
that could last 18 months.

“The trend is down, which suggests we are
past peak inf lat ion,” Musk said at  Tesla’s
Austin, Texas headquarters. “I think inflation is
going to drop rapidly” at some point in the
future, he added.

Central banks have embarked on a path of
policy-tightening as inflation pressures con-
sumers and corporate bottom lines. In the US,
consumer prices increased by 9.1 per cent in
June from a year earlier, and US Federal Reserve
officials say the price gains have yet to slow. The
next print on inflation comes August 10.

“We sort of have some insight into where
prices are headed over time,” Musk said, citing
Tesla’s need to buy raw materials often months in
advance of when they’re used. “The interesting
thing that we are seeing now is that most of our
commodities, most of the things that go into a
Tesla - not all, but more than half - the prices are
trending down in six months.”

While Tesla has a global purview on input

costs and consumer health, Musk cautioned that
making macroeconomic prognostications is “a
recipe for disaster” and said his comments
amounted to a “guess” and “total speculation”.
The chief executive also warned that trends
could change.

Reservation holders and future customers of
Tesla’s upcoming Cybertruck may still be affect-
ed by inflation, Musk suggested. The pickup -
inspired by the flying cars in 1982 film Blade
Runner - was unveiled in November 2019, and “a
lot has changed” since then, he said.

At the t ime the company started taking
reservations, Musk announced a $39,900 start-
ing price. “The specs and the pricing will be
different,” Musk said. “I hate to give a little bit
of bad news. But there is no way to have antici-
pated the inflation we have seen and various
issues.” — Agencies

Elon Musk says he expects a mild recession that could
last 18 months.


